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Recent measurements of the volatile composition of the coma of Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko 
(hereafter 67P) allow constraints to be set on the origin of volatile elements (water, carbon, nitrogen, 
noble gases) in inner planets’ atmospheres. Analyses by the ROSINA mass spectrometry system onboard 
the Rosetta spacecraft indicate that 67P ice has a D/H ratio three times that of the ocean value (Altwegg 
et al., 2015) and contains significant amounts of N2, CO, CO2, and importantly, argon (Balsiger et al., 
2015). Here we establish a model of cometary composition based on literature data and the ROSINA 
measurements. From mass balance calculations, and provided that 67P is representative of the cometary 
ice reservoir, we conclude that the contribution of cometary volatiles to the Earth’s inventory was minor 
for water (≤1%), carbon (≤1%), and nitrogen species (a few % at most). However, cometary contributions 
to the terrestrial atmosphere may have been significant for the noble gases. They could have taken place 
towards the end of the main building stages of the Earth, after the Moon-forming impact and during 
either a late veneer episode or, more probably, the Terrestrial Late Heavy Bombardment around 4.0–3.8 
billion years (Ga) ago. Contributions from the outer solar system via cometary bodies could account for 
the dichotomy of the noble gas isotope compositions, in particular xenon, between the mantle and the 
atmosphere. A mass balance based on 36Ar and organics suggests that the amount of prebiotic material 
delivered by comets could have been quite considerable – equivalent to the present-day mass of the 
biosphere. On Mars, several of the isotopic signatures of surface volatiles (notably the high D/H ratios) are 
clearly indicative of atmospheric escape processes. Nevertheless, we suggest that cometary contributions 
after the major atmospheric escape events, e.g., during a Martian Late Heavy Bombardment towards the 
end of the Noachian era, could account for the Martian elemental C/N/36Ar ratios, solar-like krypton 
isotope composition and high 15N/14N ratios. Taken together, these observations are consistent with the 
volatiles of Earth and Mars being trapped initially from the nebular gas and local accreting material, then 
progressively added to by contributions from wet bodies from increasing heliocentric distances. Overall, 
no unified scenario can account for all of the characteristics of the inner planet atmospheres. Advances 
in this domain will require precise analysis of the elemental and isotopic compositions of comets and 
therefore await a cometary sample return mission.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

According to cosmochemical constraints and simulations, the 
inner planets grew first “dry”, and water and atmophile elements 
were contributed later on by volatile-rich objects originating from 
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larger heliocentric distances (Morbidelli et al., 2000; Raymond 
et al., 2004; Albarède et al., 2013; Marty, 2012). A cometary 
origin for the Terrestrial oceans, the atmosphere and the or-
ganics is often advocated (Oro, 1961; Anders and Owen, 1977;
Safronov, 1972) because (i) comets are volatile-rich as they contain 
abundant organics and ices (30–50 wt.% H2O), and (ii) their high 
eccentricities and hyperbolic trajectories increase their probability 
to encounter inner solar system bodies. Other potential sources of 
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Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of the abundance patterns of noble gases in the Sun (“Solar”, yellow hexagons), in volatile-rich primitive meteorites (“CI”, empty circles) and in 
the atmospheres of Earth (black-filled circles) and Mars (red squares). Note that the latter are depleted in xenon relative to krypton and meteorites by about a factor 
of 20, and that the Kr/Xe is close to the solar abundance (the “missing” Xe for Earth’s atmosphere is represented by the blue area, see text). Modified after Porcelli and 
Ballentine (2002), Mars data from Dauphas and Morbidelli (2014). (b) Comparison of the Xe isotope compositions of meteoritic Xe (empty circles, “Q–Xe”), atmospheric Xe 
(“Atmosphere”, black-filled circles), and Martian atmosphere Xe (“Mars–Xe”, red squares), expressed in deviations in parts per mil (�) relative to the solar composition 
(derived from solar wind measurements, yellow bar). In this format, the solar composition gives a flat spectrum at 0�. The meteoritic composition is slightly different from 
Solar, whereas Martian and Terrestrial Xe are clearly fractionated (enriched in heavy isotopes) compared to solar, prohibiting direct derivation from the protosolar nebula 
and, by inference, from cometary ice (see text). Data from Ott (2014). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)
water are “wet” asteroids. Meteorites are generally dry, although 
some of them, the carbonaceous chondrite clan, can contain up to 
15 wt.% equivalent H2O as hydrated phases. Because these phases 
are remnant of water–rock interactions on asteroids, the original 
water content could have been significantly higher, possibly match-
ing those of comets. This would argue in favor of a continuum 
between meteoritic and cometary compositions in the past. The 
Terrestrial oceans (1.5 ×1024 g) correspond to 0.025% of the Earth’s 
mass. Taking into account water in the deep Earth may raise the 
Terrestrial H2O inventory to a maximum of 0.2 wt.% (Marty, 2012). 
Assuming conservation of volatile elements during impacts, that 
is, no loss of volatiles to space (an assumption discussed later on), 
Terrestrial water could have been supplied by a few wt. per mil 
to a few wt. percent of cometary, or asteroidal, material to a dry 
proto-Earth, leaving the bulk chemical composition of Earth little 
affected.

Dynamical models suggest that, during its formation, the Earth 
accreted water and other volatile elements predominantly from 
planetesimals parented to primitive asteroids, i.e. with composi-
tion similar to carbonaceous chondrites (Morbidelli et al., 2000; 
Raymond et al., 2004, 2007; O’Brien et al., 2006, 2014). Comets, 
intended as planetesimals of trans-Neptunian origin, should have 
had a negligible contribution during Earth’s accretion. Instead, once 
the Earth’s formation was completed, possibly several hundreds of 
million years (Ma) afterwards, the Earth should have accreted non-
negligible amounts of mass from asteroids and/or from icy bodies 
of trans-Neptunian origin, during a dynamical instability event that 
re-structured the orbital configuration of the giant planets (the 
so-called “Nice model”; Gomes et al., 2005). These models pre-
dict contributions of icy bodies in proportions comparable to those 
of asteroids. From the lunar impact crater record, Chyba (1990)
argued that the Earth could have acquired an exogenous ocean 
around 4 Ga ago if comets comprised ≥10 wt.% of the impact-
ing population. Marty and Meibom (2007) made the point that, if 
comets contain noble gases in amount predicted by laboratory ice 
trapping experiments (see below), then the fraction of cometary 
material in the late heavy bombardment on Earth could not have 
been more than 0.5%, as constrained by the noble gas inventory of 
the atmosphere.

Cometary contributions might have left an imprint in the com-
position of the ocean–atmosphere. Owen and Bar-Nun (1995)
noted that the noble gas elemental composition of the atmo-
spheres of Mars and Earth (which are different from those of 
chondrites by having a one order of magnitude lower Xe/Kr ratio, 
Fig. 1), are consistent with a cometary origin. Experiments of no-
ble gas trapping in growing amorphous ice have shown that the 
absolute amounts and their relative proportions depend on the 
trapping kinetics, pressure and, importantly, temperature (Bar-Nun 
et al., 1985). Owen and Bar-Nun (1995) proposed a cometary ice 
formation temperature of 50 K to account for the Martian and 
Terrestrial Ar/Kr/Xe ratios. Other works questioned the relevance 
of these experimental conditions to those of the protosolar neb-
ula (Notesco and Bar-Nun, 2005; Yokochi et al., 2012) or preferred 
trapping of cometary noble gases in clathrates rather than in amor-
phous ice (Mousis et al., 2010). Importantly, because Xe from 
the protosolar nebula is expected to be quantitatively trapped in 
cometary ice (Notesco and Bar-Nun, 2005; Yokochi et al., 2012;
Mousis et al., 2010) and because physical adsorption does not 
induce significant Xe isotope fractionation (Marrocchi and Marty, 
2013), cometary Xe should have a solar-like isotopic composition. 
However, the xenon isotopic compositions of the atmospheres of 
Earth and Mars are not solar (nor chondritic), being enriched in 
the heavy isotopes relative to the light ones by 3–4% par atomic 
mass unit (Fig. 1). Taking into account this discrepancy, Dauphas
(2003) proposed a dual origin for the Terrestrial atmosphere. In 
his model, a primary atmosphere of solar composition was lost to 
space, leaving residual gases mostly made of isotopically fraction-
ated Xe. Then comet-like bodies contributed noble gases depleted 
in Xe (following the same argument as Owen and Bar-Nun, 1995, 
that cometary ice should depleted in Xe compared to Chondritic 
and other noble gases, Fig. 1). This model accounts successfully 
for the elemental and isotopic compositions of atmospheric noble 
gases and for the “xenon paradox”: Atmospheric xenon is depleted 
relative to Chondritic Xe but also relative to atmospheric Kr, and 
enriched in its heavy isotopes relative to any known cosmochemi-
cal composition (Fig. 1), both properties being paradoxical if xenon 
depletion was due atmospheric escape. However, the Xe paradox 
might be related to a different process and may not be a diag-
nostic of source composition. Indeed, from the analysis of ancient 
(>2.7 Ga-old) minerals, Pujol et al. (2011) argued for continu-
ous loss and isotopic fractionation of atmospheric xenon to space 
through geological time as a cause of the peculiar composition of 
atmospheric Xe. Therefore the xenon paradox might be due to sec-
ondary long-term processing and not to a source effect.

The hydrogen and nitrogen isotopes give independent insight 
into the origin(s) of planetary volatiles (e.g. Alexander et al., 2012;
Marty, 2012; Füri and Marty, 2015; Fig. 2). Taken together, they 
suggest an asteroidal, rather than cometary, origin for nitrogen 
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Fig. 2. Nitrogen vs. hydrogen isotope variations among solar system reservoirs (mod-
ified after Aléon, 2010, and Füri and Marty, 2015). The H and N isotopic ratios are 
normalized to the respective protosolar values. Fractionation trajectories are dis-
played for illustration. “Ion-molecule” is from Aléon (2010), representing isotope 
fractionation during ion molecule exchange. “Kinetic” illustrates the case of isotope 
fractionation proportional to the inverse square root of masses and is only one of 
the possibilities (others involve reduced masses, molecular masses instead of atomic 
masses etc.). Light blue dots: Giant planets; beige dots: inner planets and Titan; grey 
squares: bulk primitive meteorites; light green diamonds: comets. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)

and water in the Terrestrial atmosphere and the oceans. The D/H 
ratios of comets are generally higher by a factor of 2–3 rela-
tive to the ocean’s value and to most of the chondritic values, 
prohibiting a genetic relationship between cometary ice and Ter-
restrial water. Available data are mostly from long-period comets 
thought to originate from the Oort cloud. The measurement of 
an ocean-like D/H ratio for a Jupiter family comet (Hartogh et al., 
2011), presumably originating from the Kuiper belt, suggests a D/H 
heterogeneity among comet families. Recently, a D/H value three 
times the ocean’s has been measured in the coma from Comet 
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (thereafter 67P), also a Jupiter fam-
ily member (Altwegg et al., 2015). The nitrogen isotopes give a 
similar story. Chondrites have variable N isotope ratios which dis-
tribution coincides with the Terrestrial composition. In contrast, 
comets have 15N/14N ratios about two times the Terrestrial and 
bulk chondritic values (Fig. 2). One possible caveat is that only 
HCN, CN, and NH+

2 could be measured at distance by spectroscopy 
(there is no in-situ measurement on a comet), and it is not clear if 
these nitrogen species are representative of bulk cometary N.

In this contribution we use the recent compositional data of the 
67P coma obtained by the ROSINA mass spectrometer on board 
of the ROSETTA spacecraft to set constraints on the origin(s) of 
volatile elements on Earth and Mars. Importantly, this instrument 
measured for the first time a noble gas – argon – in cometary 
gases (Balsiger et al., 2015). We present first a model composition 
for cometary matter using literature data and assuming that 67P is 
representative of the cometary reservoir. We then attempt a mass 
balance to infer the possible contribution of the outer solar system 
to the Terrestrial and Martian inventory of water, carbon, nitrogen 
and noble gases.

2. Reservoir inventories

2.1. Comets

2.1.1. Elemental abundances
The chemical and isotopic compositions of comets is con-

strained by (i) in-situ measurements by spacecrafts (e.g., A’Hearn 
et al., 2011; Le Roy et al., 2015; Jessberger et al., 1988; Kissel 
and Krueger, 1987), (ii) spectroscopic observations of comae (e.g., 
Table 1
Coma composition. 1: Species and elements are molar fractions normalized to wa-
ter (=100). 2: The range of C- and N-bearing species concentrations are for all 
comets analyzed so far (compiled from Bockelée-Morvan, 2011; Mumma and Charn-
ley, 2011; Le Roy et al., 2015). 3: The N2 content is derived from the comet 67P 
measurement by Rubin et al. (2015), the good correlation between CO and N2, and 
the cometary CO content given above. 4: Ar/H2O ratio from Balsiger et al. (2015).

Lower Upper Mean +/−
Water 100 1

Carbon
CO2 2.5 80 41 39 2
CO 1 30 16 15 2
CH4 0.6 1.5 1.05 0.45 2
C2H2 0.1 0.46 0.28 0.18 2
C2H6 0.4 10.5 5.45 5.05 2
others 0.4 2.4 1.40 1.00 2

�C 71 65

Nitrogen
NH3 0.3 1.5 0.90 0.60 2
HCN 0.1 0.6 0.35 0.25 2
N2 0.088 0.083 3

�N 1.43 1.02
N2/�N 0.06 0.07

Argon
36Ar 1.20E−03 1.10E−03 4

Bockelée-Morvan, 2011; Mumma and Charnley, 2011), and (iii) lab-
oratory analysis of cometary grains recovered by the Stardust mis-
sion (Brownlee et al., 2006) and of interplanetary dust particles 
presumably of cometary in origin (e.g., Duprat et al., 2010).

Comets are made of refractory silicates and metal, refractory 
and non-refractory organics, and ices (Jessberger et al., 1988; Kissel 
and Krueger, 1987; Mumma and Charnley, 2011; Bockelée-Morvan, 
2011). The analysis of cometary grains recovered by the Star-
dust mission revealed the occurrence of several high temperature 
phases reminiscent of chondritic material. These are calcium–alu-
minum rich inclusions, chondrules and refractory olivines. Sta-
ble isotope compositions of these phases indicate an inner so-
lar system origin for this material (Brownlee et al., 2006). From 
mass balance, silicate + metal (Si, Mg, Fe) grains make about 
25–30 wt.% (Jessberger et al., 1988). Refractory organics consti-
tute a significant fraction of C and, to a lesser extent, of N 
and H, and must be taken into account in the bulk composi-
tion of cometary matter (Greenberg, 1998). This is confirmed by 
a refractory organics/silicate + metal ratio close to 1 for dust emit-
ted by comet Halley (Kissel and Krueger, 1987). Therefore, organic 
refractory particles (the so-called CHON grains, Jessberger et al., 
1988) could make another 25–30 wt.%, and non-refractory carbon-
bearing species could contribute about 4–8 wt.% (Greenberg, 1998). 
The proportion of ice amounts for 30–50 wt.%. The composition of 
comae (Table 1) gives insight into the ice composition (∼80 wt.% 
H2O with CO, CO2, CH3OH, CH4, H2S, and N-compounds including 
CN, HCN, NH3 and N; Bockelée-Morvan, 2011; Hässig et al., 2015;
Rubin et al., 2015).

Noble gases are able to set stringent constraints on the origin 
of planetary volatiles on one hand, and on processes and con-
ditions of comet formation on another hand. Unfortunately the 
abundances of noble gases in comets are essentially unknown as 
these elements are extremely difficult to detect by spectroscopy. 
Stern et al. (2000) proposed an Ar/O ratio of 1.8 ± 1.0 × 10−4

for Comet Hale Bopp, lower than the solar value of 46 × 10−4

(Weaver et al., 2002, and refs. therein), but this estimate has not 
been confirmed. Weaver et al. (2002) suggested that the cometary 
Ar/O ratios are lower than 42 × 10−4, based on three comet ob-
servations. The only reliable set of measurements are those done 
on 67P coma using the ROSINA mass spectrometer which directly 
the 67P coma composition (Balsiger et al., 2015). They indicate a 
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Table 2
Cometary bulk composition. Abundances are computed with data from cometary 
composition (see text), Table 1 and refs. therein. The 36Ar content is for 30% water 
ice.

Coma 
(mole/g)

+/− Bulk 
(mole/g)

+/−

12C 0.012 0.011 0.037 0.028
14N 0.00025 0.00018 0.0018 0.0010
H2O 0.017 0.0010 0.019 0.0010
36Ar 2.07E−07 1.89E−07 2.07E−07 1.89E−07

36Ar/H2O varying between 0.1 × 10−5 and 2.3 × 10−5 during the 
3 days measurement period. Considering that Ar/O ∼1.3 Ar/H2O 
(Weaver et al., 2002), and taking into account a solar isotope com-
position for argon (40Ar ∼ 0, 38Ar/36Ar = 0.183), the corresponding 
Ar/O range of 67P is 0.01–0.35 × 10−4, thus lower than the upper 
limits given above, and 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than the 
solar ratio of 46 × 10−4. It is worth mentioning that even if noble 
gases are mostly hosted in ices, refractory grains may also contain 
large amounts of these elements, as suggested by the discovery of 
high He and Ne abundances in grains of comet Wild2 recovered by 
the Stardust spacecraft (Marty et al., 2008). However, a mass bal-
ance is not possible due to the lack of relevant Ar data, and we 
adopt here the 67P coma composition.

2.1.2. Isotopes
The stable isotope ratios relevant to this study are the D/H ra-

tios of comets, with special reference to the 67P value ([5.3 ±
0.7] × 10−4, ∼3 times the ocean water ratio; Altwegg et al., 2015), 
and N isotope variations depicted in Fig. 2, although no data are 
yet available for 67P. For noble gases, only the 36Ar/38Ar ratio 
has been measured in the coma of 67P (5.4 ± 1.6; Balsiger et 
al., 2015), consistent with a solar system composition, but with a 
precision too low to permit identification of a specific cosmochem-
ical component. Models of ice formation from a protosolar nebula 
gas predict that the isotopic composition of noble gases are so-
lar. However, there is considerable uncertainty arises for the mode 
of trapping (i.e., neutral versus ionized) which may fractionate, or 
not, noble gas isotopes, and for the local composition of the gas 
during ice formation. Furthermore, the analysis of Stardust refrac-
tory grains revealed a high abundance of light noble gases and has 
shown that the neon isotope composition is closer to a meteoritic 
signature than to a solar one, precluding to establish a definite 
composition for cometary noble gases. Measurements of noble gas 
isotopes in comets should be a given a high priority in future space 
programmes. In the absence of such, we only discuss here the case 
of argon. The model cometary composition is given in Table 2. The 
uncertainties represent the range of values observed in comets, un-
less a single set of values is available.

2.2. Carbonaceous chondrites

For noble gases, we use a literature survey of 87 noble gas anal-
yses of CI and CM (Schultz and Franke, 2004). The H, C and N 
data are from 40 analyses compiled by Kerridge (1985). The re-
spective mean chondritic abundances of C, N, H2O and 36Ar are, in 
mol/g: 2.3 ± 1.2 × 10−3, 6.4 ± 2.5 × 10−5, 3.7 ± 1.0 × 10−3 and 
3.1 ± 1.6 × 10−11, respectively.

2.3. Earth

The inventory of volatile elements at the Earth’s surface (the 
atmosphere, the oceans and the crust) is reasonably well known. 
The problem is to estimate the amount of volatiles in the mantle, 
since magmas tend to degas readily upon eruption, and the in-
ferred source compositions are model-dependent. Recent estimates 
Fig. 3. 36Ar/H2O (a) and 36Ar/N (b) versus D/H mixing diagrams between cometary 
and chondritic (asteroidal) end-members. The mixing curves are constructed as 
[X/Y ]observed = α × [X/Y ]1 + (1 − α) × [X/Y ]2 for two end-members having 
cometary/chondritic elemental/isotopic compositions. Coefficients α are computed 
in each case using the end-member compositions (Tables 1 and 2). Terrestrial reser-
voir compositions from Table 3: HA, DM and MA are the bulk Earth estimates 
from Halliday (2013), Dauphas and Morbidelli (2014) and Marty (2012), respec-
tively. Dotted lines indicate the percentage of cometary water (a) and of cometary 
nitrogen (b), respectively, on Earth.

of the bulk Earth (mantle plus surface) volatile inventories have 
been given by Marty (2012), Halliday (2013) and Dauphas and 
Morbidelli (2014). We adopt here two limiting cases. The lower 
limit is based on the reconstruction of the initial volatile inventory 
of the mantle regions sampled by volcanism. The initial contents 
of water, C, N and noble gases in the mantle source of mid-ocean 
ridge basalts (MORB; volumetrically the main source of lavas at 
the Earth’s surface) is derived from a combination of lava fluxes 
and calibration to relevant tracers like 3He or refractory elements 
like Ce, Nb. Halliday (2013) considered also the source of Ocean 
Island basalts (another important source of volcanism thought to 
tap deep regions of the mantle), (“HA” in Figs. 3 and 4). Dauphas 
and Morbidelli (2014; “DM”) obtained an inventory comparable to 
the one of Halliday (2013) from global calibration of volatiles to 
refractory (Ce, Nb) elements, and obtained a total bulk Earth water 
content of about 3 ocean masses (MOcean equivalent to 230 ppm 
H2O for bulk Earth). The isotopic compositions of helium, neon, ar-
gon and xenon suggest that deep mantle regions could be richer in 
volatiles than the convective mantle sampled by mid-ocean ridges. 
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Table 3
Earth’s volatile composition. Data are in mol/g for bulk Earth (mass = 5.98 × 1027 g). “Atmosphere” refers to the atmosphere sensu stricto, the oceans and crustal and 
sedimentary rocks (data are from Ozima and Podosek, 2002; Dauphas and Morbidelli, 2014, and refs. therein). Uncertainties on the C and N contents of the “atmosphere” are 
∼20%. Halliday (2013; HA) considered the mantle sources of MORBs and of ocean basalt islands (note that the listed abundances differ from those given by Halliday, 2013, in 
which some of the numbers could not be reproduced). Marty (2012; MA) computed volatile element abundances from K–Ar systematics which predicts that, for a K content 
of 280 ± 60 ppm (1σ ; Arevalo et al., 2009), half of radiogenic 40Ar produced by the decay of 40K (T1/2 = 1.25 Ga) over 4.5 Ga is still trapped in the mantle. The other volatile 
contents are computed from 40Ar/N/C/H2O ratio estimates for OIBs and MORBs. Dauphas and Morbidelli (2014; DM) published recently estimates for volatile content of inner 
planets and other cosmochemical reservoirs, which are intermediate between HA and MA abundances, although closer to the former. HA and BM are assumed to represent 
two limiting cases for the Terrestrial inventory of volatile elements in the silicate Earth + surface.

Atmosphere 
(mol/g)

Halliday, 2013 – HA Marty, 2012 – MA Dauphas and Morbidelli, 2014

Mantle atm. + mantle Mantle atm. + mantle DM 
(mol/g)(mol/g) +/− (mol/g) +/− (mol/g) +/− (mol/g) +/−

12C 1.29E−06 4.00E−06 1.89E−06 5.29E−06 1.89E−06 6.38E−05 2.50E−05 6.51E−05 2.50E−05 5.60E−06
14N 5.98E−08 7.48E−09 4.71E−09 6.73E−08 8.97E−09 9.08E−08 4.60E−08 1.51E−07 4.60E−08 1.12E−07
H2O 1.48E−05 1.80E−05 6.00E−06 3.28E−05 6.00E−06 2.00E−04 9.60E−05 2.15E−04 9.60E−05 4.35E−05
36Ar 9.33E−13 3.03E−15 1.59E−15 9.36E−13 1.59E−15 7.83E−14 4.30E−14 1.01E−12 4.30E−14 9.29E−13
Fig. 4. D/H versus 36Ar/C mixing diagram between cometary and chondritic (aster-
oidal) end-members. HA, DM and MA are the bulk Earth estimates from Halliday
(2013), Dauphas and Morbidelli (2014) and Marty (2012), respectively. (a) Dotted 
lines indicate the percentage of Terrestrial carbon of cometary origin. (b) Dotted 
lines indicate the percentage of cometary 36Ar on Earth.

K–Ar systematics indicate that about half of radiogenic 40Ar pro-
duced in Earth over 4.5 Ga is still trapped in the solid Earth, 
the rest having been degassed into the atmosphere (Allègre et al., 
1996). Calibrating volatile elements to 40Ar trapped in the man-
tle led Marty (2012) to propose a bulk mantle (“MA”) higher 
than the above estimates, corresponding to 4–10 ocean masses. 
This approach does not rely on models of the structure and the 
Table 4
Volatile element composition of the Martian atmosphere (sensu lato, including es-
timates for surface reservoirs). Elemental abundance data are from Bogard et al.
(2001), Dauphas and Morbidelli (2014), and refs. therein. Key elemental ratios and 
isotope data are also given, referenced in Bogard et al. (2001), Dauphas and Mor-
bidelli (2014), Mahaffy et al. (2013), Atreya et al. (2013) and Wong et al. (2013). 
The δ15N values are given in parts per mil (�) relative to terrestrial atmospheric 
nitrogen. The δD values are global estimates from Montmessin et al. (2005), given 
as deviations in � relative to terrestrial ocean water. The F X values (where X is 
a noble gas isotope ratio), represent deviations (in � per atomic mass unit) from 
the solar composition (Dauphas and Morbidelli, 2014). Note that Ar and Xe appear 
highly fractionated relative to Solar and compared to Kr, the latter being close to 
Solar. Ar, Kr and Xe are assumed to be isotopically solar in comets, as cometary 
ice should have trapped quantitatively these elements from the protosolar nebula. 
Neon is unlikely to have been trapped in comets, given the inferred formation tem-
perature of these objects, and its abundance and isotopic composition cannot be 
inferred.

Mars atm. 
(mol/g)

Carb. chondr. 
(mol/g)

Comets 
(mol/g)

12C 8.6 × 10−10 2.3 × 10−3 3.7 × 10−2

14N 3.4 × 10−11 6.4 × 10−5 1.8 × 10−3

36Ar 9.1 × 10−15 3.9 × 10−11 2.1 × 10−7

C/N 25 36 21
C/36Ar, 104 9.5 5900 17.9
N/36Ar, 103 3.7 1640 8.7

20Ne/22Ne 7–10 8.5–12.5 ?
δ15N� 572 (±82) −30 to +150 +600 to +1000
δD� +5500 −300 to +1000 0 to 2000

FNe�/u 246 173 ?
FAr�/u 151 6 0
FKr�/u ±10 10 0
FXe�/u 33 3 0

composition of mantle domains. However, it assumes a chondritic 
composition for Terrestrial refractory elements. This is because the 
potassium content of the Earth (Arevalo et al., 2009) is calibrated 
against refractory uranium as potassium is semi-volatile and its 
abundance cannot be retrieved from meteoritic analogs. A chon-
dritic Earth composition for refractory elements has been recently 
questioned on the basis of sub-chondritic Terrestrial Nd isotope 
ratios, with the possibility that up to half of U, and therefore K, 
could have been stripped off by impacts on a differentiated Earth 
(e.g., Jellinek and Jackson, 2015; and refs. therein). This would re-
duce the 40Ar inventory and therefore allow much lower volatile 
contents. For this reason, we consider that the MA inventory of 
Table 4 gives an upper limit for the Terrestrial volatile budget.

3. Discussion

3.1. How representative are cometary data?

We assume here that 67P data on one hand, and available 
cometary data on another hand, are representative of the compo-
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sition of icy bodies that scattered in the inner solar system. This 
assumption is certainly fragile in the sense that key species mea-
sured in 67P coma are likely to vary from comet to comet. How-
ever, comets formed probably from comparable building material, 
water and other ice species making ∼30–50% of total mass. For 
most volatile species given in Tables 2 and 3, measurements were 
done spectroscopically on several comets (Mumma and Charnley, 
2011; Bockelée-Morvan, 2011; Le Roy et al., 2015) so the large 
range of observed values is considered to be representative of the 
natural variability.

For noble gases, the Ar measurement of Balsiger et al. (2015)
is the only available set of data, but we propose below that the 
range of observed values is representative of the coma compo-
sition. Fractionation of a minor, low temperature species/element 
like argon relative to H2O can range over 1–2 order(s) of mag-
nitude, depending on its sublimation temperature relative to that 
of H2O ice. Marboeuf and Schmitt (2014) modeled fractional de-
gassing of cometary volatiles as a function of the distance to 
the perihelion, under a range of different assumptions concern-
ing the thermal inertia of a comet, the nature of ice, and the 
abundance and distribution of the different volatile species. Ar-
gon was not considered in their study, so we take as a proxy 
CO which has a comparable condensation/sublimation tempera-
ture. Results of their modeling indicate that, at a distance be-
tween 3 and 4 AU from the perihelion, the CO/H2O ratio of the 
coma is comparable to that of the bulk comet. Argon measure-
ments by the ROSINA mass spectrometer were done on October 
19, 20, 22, and 23, 2014 when Comet 67P was at ∼3.1 AU from 
the Sun, thus possibly minimizing fractionation of minor species 
like Ar relative to H2O. The 67P 36Ar/H2O ratio of 0.1–2.3 × 10−5

is also comparable to, although lower than, ratios predicted from 
modeling of ice trapping experiment data (2–40 × 10−5 in the 
30–45 K range according to Dauphas, 2003; 8–75 × 10−5 accord-
ing to Marty and Meibom, 2007, based on experimental data from 
Notesco and Bar-Nun, 2005). Models and experiments of noble 
gas trapping into cometary ice indicate that the main controlling 
factors on the abundance of trapped noble gases are the tem-
perature and the partial pressures of gases (Bar-Nun et al., 1985;
Yokochi et al., 2012), so that other parameters of comet formation 
being equal, we assume that the Ar content of cometary matter 
is represented by 67P data. Although the above assumptions may 
constitute the main weak point of the present approach, we note 
that uncertainty range covers one order of magnitude of the stated 
values (the 36Ar/H2O ratio) whereas the present conclusions here 
are based on variations of key parameters over several orders of 
magnitude.

3.2. Impact driven atmospheric loss

The present approach assumes that impacts are conservative, 
that is, contributed volatiles and target volatiles are not lost into 
space. This was likely not the case since giant impacts probably led 
to significant atmospheric loss (e.g., Genda and Abe, 2005). Recent 
models argue for a steady state regime between replenishment 
and atmospheric escape, depending on velocities, atmospheric en-
try angles, and sizes of impacting bodies (De Niem et al., 2012;
Schlichting et al., 2014), but modeling the overall budget of volatile 
loss/gain is presently out of reach. Instead, we turn to a mass bal-
ance approach involving radiogenic 129Xe, produced from the ex-
tinct radioactivity of iodine-129 (T1/2 = 16 Ma). Iodine was present 
when the Earth formed, as shown by the occurrence on Earth of 
the stable isotope 127I. From meteoritic studies, it is possible to 
derive the solar system initial 129I/127I (1.0 × 10−4). If the Earth 
formed when 129I was still alive, then terrestrial reservoirs should 
present excesses of 129Xe produced by the decay of 129I. This is 
the case as an excess of 7% 129Xe (the main reservoir of terres-
trial xenon) is present in air. This excess corresponds to about 
1–2% of 129Xe that could have been present if the Earth formed at 
the start of solar system formation. Assuming that produced 129Xe 
was lost before the atmosphere became closed for volatile escape, 
one obtains a I–Xe closure age of ∼100 Ma after start of Solar 
System formation for the terrestrial system (Wetherhill, 1980). At-
mospheric xenon including 129Xe might have been escaping from 
the terrestrial atmosphere for prolongated periods of time, possi-
bly during about 2 Ga (Pujol et al., 2011), so that the 129Xe excess 
has to be corrected for subsequent loss of atmospheric Xe. After 
correction, the closure age of the atmosphere becomes 30–60 Ma 
(Avice and Marty, 2014). A comparable budget arises when com-
bining extinct radioactivities of 129I and 244Pu (T1/2 = 82 Ma), 
implying that Xe loss was early, within a few tens of Ma after start 
of Solar System formation. Thus, according to I–Pu–Xe mass bal-
ance, early atmospheric loss, presumably during the proto-Earth 
building epoch, might not have exceeded 60–80% of atmospheric 
Xe, and probably less after the Moon-forming impact which oc-
curred within 40–90 Ma after start of Solar System formation. We 
tentatively conclude that the atmosphere was grossly conservative, 
within a factor of two, after the Moon-forming impact (the period 
of time relevant to cometary contributions, see next sub-sections).

3.3. Origin of major volatile species on Earth

The Ar content of cometary material inferred from the analy-
sis of argon in 67P coma is 3–4 orders of magnitude higher than 
the one of chondritic material, which makes Ar, and by inference 
other heavy noble gases, a key tracer of cometary contribution to 
Earth. Together with the D/H ratio, the ratio between argon and 
H2O, C and N permits to establish firm constraints on the contribu-
tion of 67P-like material to Terrestrial volatiles. Swindle and Kring
(2001) considered the ratio between 36Ar and H2O in comets (they 
took the Hale Bopp’s 36Ar/O ratio from Stern et al., 2000, which 
has been questioned since then) to infer an extremely low con-
tribution of cometary material to the surfaces of Earth and Mars. 
Dauphas (2003) noted that the low Xe/H2O ratio of the Earth com-
pared to other cosmochemical end-members could set stringent 
constraints on the maximum amount of cometary water on Earth. 
Since then, it has been proposed that the low terrestrial Xe/H2O 
ratio could be secondary (Pujol et al., 2011), making the argument 
less constraining. Figs. 3 and 4 represent mixing curves between 
chondritic and cometary end-members using the 36Ar/X (where X 
represents water, nitrogen or carbon) ratio versus the D/H ratio. 
In fact the 36Ar concentration is more sensitive than the D/H ra-
tio alone, because contribution of 67P-like material can strongly 
impact the atmospheric inventory of argon. For water, a cometary 
contribution of the order of 1% or less is allowed depending on the 
bulk silicate Earth + surface composition (Fig. 3a), confirming that 
Terrestrial water is mostly non-cometary. A comparable conclusion 
arises for nitrogen (Fig. 3b), although a larger cometary contribu-
tion up to a few percent is allowed, due to the depletion of N in 
Earth (Marty, 2012). Nitrogen isotopes may permit to get indepen-
dent constraints because spectroscopic measurements on comets 
indicate that the measured N-bearing species, CN, HCN and NH2
(the latter presumably from NH3) are all enriched by a factor of 
2 in 15N relative to 14N (e.g., Füri and Marty, 2015, for a review). 
However, other N species like N2 (Rubin et al., 2015) and refractory 
organics are present in comets with unknown N isotope composi-
tion, preventing to establish an isotope budget for the cometary 
reservoir.

Based on the same approach, Terrestrial carbon appears to 
originate from chondrite-like material (Fig. 4a), with a possi-
ble cometary contribution being lower than ∼1%. This conclu-
sion stands even when considering that cometary carbon may be 
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hosted not only in ice but also in refractory organics from the nu-
cleus.

3.4. Possible cometary origin for atmospheric noble gases

Contrary to major volatiles, the mixing diagram of Fig. 4b sug-
gests that atmospheric argon, and by extension other heavy no-
ble gases, could originate from a cometary reservoir, a possibil-
ity already proposed by Anders and Owen (1977) and Owen and 
Bar-Nun (1995) based on the noble gas abundance pattern of the 
atmosphere, and by Marty and Meibom (2007) from mass balance 
considerations. For the bulk silicate Earth inventory, the conclusion 
depends on the adopted composition. For the HA and DM invento-
ries, a major cometary origin for argon is clearly possible (Fig. 4b). 
The MA inventory does not require contribution of cometary no-
ble gases to the bulk Earth (Fig. 4b). In this model, noble gases are 
mostly in the atmosphere, and major volatiles (H2O, C) are in the 
mantle, the sum of which being consistent with the addition of 
∼2 wt.% of carbonaceous chondrite type material.

3.5. Potential cometary contribution during the major bombardment 
periods

Here we examine possibilities of a cometary contribution from 
the dynamical point of view. From solar system dynamics and iso-
tope cosmochemistry, the major events that contributed potentially 
wet material to the building of Earth are:

1. Contribution of wet bodies to the growing proto-Earth 
(Morbidelli et al., 2000; Raymond et al., 2004; O’Brien et al., 2006, 
2014). Dry material in the Terrestrial region became scarce as a 
result of accretion to larger bodies, leaving space to wet contri-
butions from larger heliocentric distances. These late contributions 
should have consisted of volatile-rich asteroids, rather than comets. 
In line with this, krypton (Holland et al., 2009), hydrogen and ni-
trogen isotopes (Alexander et al., 2012; Marty, 2012) point to a 
chondritic, rather than cometary, source for contributed volatiles 
that are now stored in the Terrestrial mantle (Fig. 2).

2. The giant impact that led to the Moon formation. It is not 
clear if this event resulted or not in a major loss of volatile el-
ements the proto-Earth. Already existing atmosphere and oceans 
could have survived the event (Genda and Abe, 2005), and/or the 
impactor could have contributed volatiles to the Earth–Moon sys-
tem. From key isotope signatures (e.g., oxygen), the impactor was 
likely to originate from the iner solar system, and a cometary con-
tribution is not considered further.

3. A late veneer (LV) might have supplied chondritic material 
after the last equilibration of mantle material with the core, pre-
sumably after the Moon forming impact (Kimura et al., 1974). Its 
contribution is estimated to be 0.3 wt.% (range 0.1–0.8%) of the 
Terrestrial mass (Righter, 2003), that is, ∼2 × 1025 g. According to 
dynamical models, the LV was made of planetesimal leftover from 
the Terrestrial planet formation, without contribution of comets 
(Bottke et al., 2010; Raymond et al., 2013; Morbidelli et al., 2012;
Jacobson et al., 2014). In line with this view, a 100% cometary 
LV (Fig. 5a) contributing 0.3% of the Terrestrial mass would sup-
ply too much atmospheric 36Ar by 2–3 orders of magnitude, and 
would have dominated the H, C and N inventory, which is un-
likely. A cometary contribution of 1% or less could account for 
atmospheric Ar without impacting the stable isotope signatures 
(Fig. 5b).

4. The Terrestrial late heavy bombardment (TLHB) is an extrap-
olation of the late heavy bombardment thought to have occurred 
on the Moon from the size-age distribution of lunar craters (Tera 
et al., 1974). Estimates of the mass contribution to Earth dur-
ing the TLHB, based on the Lunar cratering record, range from 
2.2 × 1023 g (Hartmann et al., 2002) down to 4 × 1022 g (assuming 
that the TLHB started at the time of formation of Nectaris basin; 
Morbidelli et al., 2012). From a modeling approach, Levison et al.
(2001) proposed a mass contribution of 8 × 1022 g. Gomes et al.
(2005) estimated a TLHB of 4 × 1023 g, about half of which being 
cometary. The newest version of the Nice model, however, reduces 
the mass flux to the Earth to about 4 × 1022 g of asteroidal ma-
terial (Bottke et al., 2012) and 2–4 × 1022 g of cometary material 
(depending on the dynamical state of the trans-Neptunian disk be-
fore the dynamical instability). For the calculations presented here, 
a conservative value of 2.0 × 1023 g is adopted. Marty and Mei-
bom (2007) concluded that less than 1% comets were present in 
the TLHB, the rest being asteroidal material, and proposed that 
atmospheric noble gases could constitute the only remaining ev-
idence for the TLHB. Their mass balance was based on noble gas 
cometary concentration from ice trapping experiments, which are 
higher than the one constrained by Ar in 67P. With the ROSINA 
36Ar measurement, a 100% cometary TLHB would supply too much 
36Ar to the atmosphere (Fig. 5c). It would also supply most ma-
jor volatiles at the Earth’s surface, which is not allowed by the 
D/H and 15N/14N ratios of the atmosphere and oceans. A cometary 
fraction of ∼10% in the TLHB accounts reasonably well for atmo-
spheric 36Ar without impacting the stable isotope budget (Fig. 5d). 
Thus a cometary contribution of ∼2.0 × 1022 g respects our mass 
balance and is in excellent agreement with the latest model re-
sults.

5. The post TLHB continuous flux of interplanetary dust par-
ticles (IDPs), and micrometeorites is estimated at ∼2 × 1020

g, assuming a constant flux comparable to modern one (about 
30,000 tons/yr, Love and Brownlee, 1993). A near-constant flux 
(with a possible factor of 5 increase in the last 0.5 Ga) is consis-
tent with the lunar soil record of extraterrestrial material (Culler et 
al., 2000; Hashizume et al., 2002). From the analysis of IDPs, this 
flux consists of both cometary and asteroidal materials. A 100% 
continuous IDP flux would not impact the volatile inventory of the 
Earth’s surface including noble gases, even when this flux is in-
creased by a factor of 5 (Fig. 5e).

3.6. Further evidence for heterogeneous sources of noble gases on Earth

From isotope geochemistry considerations, several distinct cos-
mochemical sources contributed noble gases to the growing Earth:

(i) Solar neon has been identified in the mantle (Honda et al., 
1991). It does not necessarily imply a solar origin for heavier no-
ble gases because the solar component is rich in light noble gases 
compared to Chondritic, so that mixing between Solar and Chon-
dritic may impact light noble gases only. Neon is unlikely to have 
been trapped in cometary ice given its elevated condensation tem-
perature.

(ii) The isotopic compositions of H, N and mantle Kr isotopes 
are consistent with a chondritic source.

(iii) Atmospheric xenon is unique in the solar system and can-
not be derived directly from Solar or Chondritic. The light Xe 
isotopes are isotopically fractionated (depleted) by 3–4%/amu rel-
ative to cosmochemical Xe (either Solar or Chondritic). However 
this mass fractionation may be secondary and may not be a source 
signature (Pujol et al., 2011; Avice and Marty, 2014). Even when 
corrected for mass-dependent fractionation, the atmospheric Xe 
isotope composition cannot be derived from either Solar or Chon-
dritic, because it is depleted in the heavy isotopes 134Xe and 136Xe 
relative to the latter. Secondary (nuclear) processes such as fission 
of heavy radionuclides can only enrich, and not deplete, these iso-
topes. This observation led Takaoka (1972) and Pepin (1991) to 
postulate the existence of a distinct primordial Xe having sourced 
the Terrestrial atmosphere (the Xe–U component of Pepin, 1991). 
This mass-independent isotope fractionation of Xe isotopes might 
have resulted from an unknown nuclear effect, or from a different 
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Fig. 5. Abundances of C, N, H2O and 36Ar in the atmosphere sensu largo (air + oceans + sediments), normalized to Chondritic (data from Tables 2 and 3). For comparison 
bulk Earth inventories from Table 4 are also represented. (a) Effect of addition of a late veneer (0.3% of the Terrestrial mass) made of 100% comet. The 36Ar inventory of the 
atmosphere (the main reservoir of noble gases) is overabundant by several orders of magnitude, and major volatiles are also dominated by cometary material. (b) Same as 
3a but for a tiny contribution of cometary material in the late Veneer, arbitrarily chosen as 0.2% to fit the Terrestrial abundances. (c) Effect of contribution of a Terrestrial 
Late Heavy Bombardment (2 × 1023 g) made of 100% comet. Given the uncertainties, the 36Ar content of the atmosphere can be matched, but the major volatiles at the 
Earth’s surface are dominated by a cometary component. (d) A ∼10% cometary contribution in the TLHB fits well the 36Ar inventory of the atmosphere, without impacting 
the isotope compositions of C, N and H. (e) Effect of addition of a continuous IDP flux since 3.5 Ga ago. This flux has no impact on the Terrestrial inventory of H, C, N and 
36Ar.
mix of nucleosynthetic components that were not fully homoge-
nized during solar system formation.

Given the possible cometary origin of atmospheric noble gases, 
we speculate that this exotic Xe component could have been car-
ried out from the outer solar system to its inner region by icy 
bodies. The dichotomy between mantle chondritic Xe and sur-
face Xe would then be a record of Terrestrial growth, with the 
Proto-Earth being built from chondritic-like material, and its sur-
face having been subsequently contributed by cometary bodies. In 
order to supply all atmospheric 36Ar (5.55 × 1015 moles, Ozima 
and Podosek, 2002), a cometary contribution between 3 ×1021 and 
6.5 × 1023 g would have been necessary (computed with a 36Ar 
cometary concentration of 2.1 ± 1.9 × 10−7 mol/g, and a cometary 
density of 0.5 from the 67P measurements). This is in great agree-
ment with the most recent estimates of the cometary flux to the 
Earth during the TLHB. Thus, there is no “missing comet bombard-
ment” unlike the earlier conclusions of Marty and Meibom (2007)
based on a higher 36Ar content of comets. The impact of a sin-
gle cometary body with a radius of 100–300 km, or of a limited 
number of smaller bodies, could have sufficient to supply all at-
mospheric argon. Therefore, it may be possible that the supply 
of atmospheric volatiles to the Terrestrial planets was a stochas-
tic process involving a small population of objects, which might 
have resulted in a heterogeneous distribution of outer solar system 
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isotopic signatures. In this respect, the high abundance of 36Ar in 
the atmosphere of Venus could effectively be the result of random 
contribution of cometary material ton inner planets.

3.7. Origin of prebiotic material on Earth constrained from atmospheric 
argon

Peptide synthesis from amino-acids appears a necessary step 
for the development of prebiotic material on Earth. Although a 
number of possible scenarios invoking catalytic reactions in spe-
cific Terrestrial environments have been advanced, it has also been 
proposed that impacts could have favored peptide synthesis from 
ET amino-acids (Blank et al., 2001). Sugahara and Mimura (2014)
simulated comet impacts by shock experiments at low tempera-
ture in the range 5–26 GPa and found that linear peptide synthesis 
up to tripeptide forms could be achieved only with initially low 
temperature. As formation of linear peptide appears a key process 
for further elongation of peptide chains, these authors argued that 
comet impacts might have played a key role in the formation of 
prebiotic material on Earth. An upper limit for the total delivery 
of potential prebiotic material to Earth by comets can be set by 
considering that all atmospheric 36Ar was delivered by icy bodies 
to the Earth’s surface. Carbonaceous chondrites contain about 80 
different amino-acids (Ehrenfreund and Charnley, 2000), with their 
total concentration amounting for 250 ppm (e.g., Martins et al., 
2007). Their concentration in cometary matter is unknown. Stud-
ies of Stardust cometary grains suggest similarities with strato-
spheric IDPs and carbonaceous chondrites (Brownlee et al., 2006). 
Thus, for the purpose of illustration, we consider that the carbona-
ceous chondrite concentration is representative of cometary mat-
ter. The mass of cometary material having the 36Ar content of 67P 
(2.1 ± 1.9 × 10−7 mol/g) that would have delivered atmospheric 
36Ar (5.55 × 1015 moles) is 0.2–5 × 1022 g, leading to the deliv-
ery of 0.6–13 × 1018 g of amino acid-rich material. This amount 
is comparable to the present-day mass of the biosphere (∼2 ×
1018 g). With the present-day mass of the oceans, comets could 
have delivered up to 10–40 ppm prebiotic material to seawater. 
Thus depending on the efficiency of survival and of peptide syn-
thesis upon impact, comets might have contributed non-negligible 
prebiotic material during the TLHB.

3.8. The case of the Martian atmosphere

The composition of the atmosphere of Mars (Table 4) is reason-
ably known from the in-situ analyses by the Viking and the Mars 
Science Laboratory (MSL) landers, and from the analysis of some 
of the Martian meteorites which contain atmospheric volatiles 
trapped in impact glasses (see Bogard et al., 2001, for a com-
prehensive review, and Wong et al., 2013, and refs. therein, for 
recent Curiosity MSL data). Compared to Earth and bulk mete-
orites, the Martian atmosphere is rich in 15N (δ15N = 572 ± 82�
relative to the Terrestrial atmosphere, Wong et al., 2013) and in 
deuterium (δD = 5500� relative to the oceans; Bogard et al., 2001;
Montmessin et al., 2005, and refs. therein; Fig. 2). Likewise, neon, 
argon (36Ar, 38Ar) and xenon isotopic signatures are enriched in 
their heavy isotopes by 246, 151, and 33�, respectively, relative to 
the solar compositions (Table 4). In contrast, volatiles in the Mars 
interior, also analyzed in Martian meteorites, have isotopic ratios 
comparable to inner solar system signatures (Fig. 2).

The atmospheric signatures have been interpreted as resulting 
from isotope fractionation during atmospheric escape processes. 
Possibilities include solar wind-induced photochemical reactions 
producing electrons able to dissociate N2 for nitrogen (McElroy 
et al., 1977), and sputtering for the noble gases (Jakosky et al., 
1994). Chassefière and Leblanc (2004) reviewed potential escape 
mechanisms that might have affected the atmosphere of Mars and 
concluded that (i) not a single process can account for the obser-
vations; and (ii) non-thermal processes are required and therefore 
might have affected different atoms/species at variable levels in-
dependently of their masses. Atmospheric loss is attested by mor-
phological evidence on Mars indicating past water flows (Carr and 
Head, 2003), and major escape processes might have taken towards 
the end of the Noachian period 4.0–3.7 Ga ago. Thus escape-related 
fractionation of Martian volatiles is likely to have played a key role 
in fractionating elemental abundances and isotopic compositions. 
Nevertheless, we suggest here that possible source effects, namely 
cometary contributions, should be also considered, especially after 
the major escape events that resulted in a tenuous atmosphere on 
Mars.

Several key observations are not entirely consistent with atmo-
spheric escape as a cause of isotopic enrichments. (i) The noble gas 
elemental abundance of the Martian atmosphere and the C/N ra-
tio (Pepin, 1991) are comparable to those of Venus and Earth (for 
which similar escape fractionations are unlikely). (ii) The krypton 
isotopic composition of the Martian atmosphere is close to the so-
lar composition (Bogard et al., 2001, and refs. therein), contrary to 
those of Ne, Ar and Xe (Table 4). Because the mass of Kr is in-
termediate between those of Ne, Ar and Xe, this difference points 
to other processes than escape-related fractionation. We note that 
the Martian Ne isotopic composition is within the range of chon-
dritic values, e.g., the so-called Ne–A (planetary) component of 
carbonaceous chondrites. Neon is not expected to be trapped in 
comets, so that Martian atmospheric Ne could have been sourced 
by an another cosmochemical reservoir. The high 38Ar/36Ar ratio 
(0.238 ± 0.005; Atreya et al., 2013) is indeed a good diagnostic 
of escape-related fractionation, but cosmic-ray production of noble 
gas isotopes (which also increases this ratio) could have been sig-
nificant for the tenuous Martian atmosphere. Such effects need to 
be assessed. The Xe isotope fractionation could have arisen from a 
Xe-specific non-thermal escape process, like the one proposed for 
Terrestrial atmospheric Xe (Pujol et al., 2011). (iv) The isotopes of 
C, O, S in the Martian surface and crust are little fractionated. CO2
is enriched in 13C relative to Terrestrial (δ13C = 46 ± 4�; Mahaffy 
et al., 2013) but to a much lesser extent than 15N in nitrogen 
(δ15N = 572 ± 82�, Wong et al., 2013). However this argument 
is not carved in stone since C, O, S isotope compositions might 
have been buffered by crustal reservoirs.

We suggest that some of the Martian atmospheric character-
istics are consistent with a cometary origin. This possibility was 
proposed by Owen and Bar-Nun (1995) who noted 36Ar/84Kr/132Xe 
similarities between the Earth and Mars despite large differences 
in atmospheric pressures, suggesting that a non-fractionating pro-
cess supplied atmospheric noble gases to both planets. They ar-
gued that the Martian 36Ar/84Kr/132Xe ratios resemble to those 
obtained in experimentally grown ice, and proposed impacts of icy 
planetesimals as the source of Martian surface volatiles. Although 
we do not think that the Xe abundance pattern and its isotopic 
composition are cometary (the Martian Xe fractionation could re-
sult from Xe-specific non-thermal processing like on Earth, Pujol et 
al., 2011), we test below a possible cometary contribution by using 
other volatile element signatures.

First, in a N vs. H isotope diagram, the atmosphere of Mars 
plots close to the field of comets (Fig. 2). Second, the Martian C/N, 
C/36Ar and N/36Ar ratios are all close within a factor of 2 to our es-
timate for cometary composition (and to Earth’s surface inventory, 
Table 4, Fig. 6), whereas the C/36Ar and N/36Ar ratios are markedly 
different from the chondritic values (Table 4). The δ15N vs. 36Ar/N2
isotope variations are consistent with a two-component mixing 
(Fig. 7). In this format, mixings define straight lines (curves in the 
semi-log diagram of Fig. 7). Both the Martian atmosphere’s δ15N
and 36Ar/N2 values are within the estimated range of cometary 
ratios, and variations observed in Martian meteorites define an-
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Fig. 6. Elemental composition of the Martian atmosphere, compared to Earth’s at-
mosphere and comets. Data sources: Pepin (1991), Bogard et al. (2001), Dauphas 
and Morbidelli (2014). Water is not represented here since its Martian inventory is 
unknown. The effects of a Martian late veneer (M–LV), a Martian Late Heavy Bom-
bardment (M–LHB) and continuous IDP flux are also represented.

Fig. 7. N isotope vs. 36Ar/N ratio mixing diagram between carbonaceous chondrite 
(CCs) and comet end-members. The dotted curves represent mixing trajectories 
between Comet and CCs on one hand, and between MSL measured Martian atmo-
spheric composition on another hand. Between Viking and Martian meteorite data 
are from Bogard et al. (2001) and refs. therein, and Chennaoui Aoudjehane et al.
(2012). MSL data are from Wong et al. (2013) and Mahaffy et al. (2013).

other end-member having lower δ15N and higher 36Ar/N2 ratios, 
that could be chondritic and/or terrestrial contamination (prefer-
ential adsorption of nitrogen relative to argon). The Kr isotope 
composition is solar-like, as expected for a cometary origin. After 
correction for mass-dependent fractionation, Xe is also isotopically 
solar (Pepin, 1991).

We then explore the possibility of a cometary contribution by 
scaling potential cometary fluxes on Earth to the dimensions of 
Mars. In Fig. 6, the impacting fluxes on Earth have been adapted 
to the Martian dimensions by dividing them by a factor of ∼5. 
This factor is obtained from the ratio of planetary surfaces (3.5 
for Earth/Mars) plus a gravitational focusing effect of ∼1.5. It 
comes out that a Martian late veneer would supply far too much 
cometary volatiles to Mars (Fig. 6). For a TLHB total (asteroidal+
cometary) flux of ∼2 × 1023 g, the total Martian LHB (M–LHB) flux 
would be ∼5 × 1022 g. Ten % comet in the M–LHB as on Earth 
gives a cometary flux on Mars of ∼5 × 1021 g, which is remarkably 
comparable to the range of 7–14 × 1021 g obtained from recent 
simulations. However, a 10% cometary M–LHB would add too much 
volatiles to Mars by ∼1 order of magnitude (Fig. 6). Thus either 
the LHB flux was heterogeneous between Earth and Mars, or part 
of the Martian atmosphere was subsequently lost after M–LHB by 
atmospheric escape processes. In line with the second possibility, 
the D/H values of the Martian interior and Martian atmosphere 
are shifted towards D-enrichments (right-hand side in Fig. 2) rela-
tive to inner solar system values defined by Earth and chondrites 
on one hand, and by comets on another hand. Thus the Martian 
D/H value is too high to be solely cometary, and it is likely that 
atmospheric escape processes played a role in fractionating hydro-
gen isotopes, and, possibly, other light species (neon ?). Finally, the 
continuous flux of IPDs on Mars could constitute a non-negligi-
ble source of cometary volatiles (Fig. 6), if made predominantly of 
cometary material. In line with this possibility, Fries et al. (2016)
proposed recently that “meteor showers” made of cometary debris 
could account for the presence of methane in the Martian atmo-
sphere.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The in-situ analysis of coma from comet 67P together with re-
mote sensing data from other comets gives semi-quantitative con-
straints on the origin of volatile elements in Terrestrial planets. 
Particularly important is the discovery of significant amounts of 
primordial argon in the coma of 67P, well above the level observed 
in primitive meteorites.

For Earth, the major volatiles documented here – H2O, C, N 
– were sourced mostly by material akin of wet asteroids. Only a 
few percents at most of water, carbon and nitrogen could have 
originated from comet-like bodies. However the terrestrial atmo-
sphere could contain a significant, possibly dominant, fraction 
of cometary noble gases, which might have been delivered dur-
ing the Terrestrial Late Heavy Bombardment around 4 Ga ago. 
This possibility is in line with dynamical models of solar sys-
tem evolution, which predict a significant fraction of icy bodies 
in the TLHB. Resolving this question will require a better esti-
mate of the volatile element inventory of the Earth. Models that 
ascribe a “low” volatile content of our planet (Halliday, 2013;
Dauphas and Morbidelli, 2014) imply that atmospheric noble gases 
are cometary, whereas the “high” volatile content model (Marty, 
2012) does not require comets and is consistent with a predom-
inantly asteroidal (chondritic) source (see Fig. 4b). A chondritic, 
rather than cometary, origin for atmospheric noble gases is inde-
pendently consistent with Ne–Ar isotope variations among the ma-
jor terrestrial reservoirs including the atmosphere (Marty, 2012). 
This problem may appear too specialized for a non-specialist au-
dience, but there are outstanding issues beyond it, such as the 
origin of prebiotic material on Earth (which could be traced with 
noble gases), the early processes of volatile delivery and escape, 
the timing of volatile delivery (which can be addressed with no-
ble gas radiogenic isotopes), and the composition and mode of 
transfer of material from the outskirts of the Solar System. For ex-
ample, the isotopic composition of atmospheric xenon cannot be 
simply related to either the solar nebula or asteroidal material. 
It requires a specific composition (U–Xe; Pepin, 1991) that could 
trace nucleosynthetic heterogeneities in outer solar system bod-
ies. Resolving these important issues will require a better estimate 
of the volatile content of the mantle on the one hand, as well as 
precise cometary noble gas data including isotopes on the other 
hand.

A cometary contribution to Martian surface volatiles (nitrogen 
and noble gases) appears clearly possible, given our present state 
of knowledge, and is consistent with solar system dynamical mod-
els. However, the strong deuterium enrichment of the Martian 
surface can hardly be the result of a cometary contribution, and 
requires isotope fractionation during escape processes at least for 
these light species. Resolving source effects versus processing is a 
major challenge that will require, as for the Earth, a better knowl-
edge of the Martian and cometary signatures for major and minor 
volatile species.
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The volatile characteristics of the inner planets are consistent 
with trapping of protosolar nebula gas during early stages on ac-
cretion, and contributions from wet bodies from increasing helio-
centric distance during the sequence of planetary building and late 
accretion. However no unified picture emerges for the origin(s) and 
processes of delivery of inner planets’ atmospheric volatiles. What 
are now highly needed are measurements of the noble gas abun-
dances in comets and the isotopic ratios of neon, krypton and most 
importantly xenon. Such measurements should be given a high pri-
ority in future cometary missions. The requested level of precision 
(better than percent for noble gas isotopic ratios, and per mil for 
stable isotopes including the three isotopes of oxygen) will require 
a cometary sample return mission to permit laboratory analysis.
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